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Solaire “Everywhere” Grill 
SOL-EV17-A 
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Solaire “Anywhere” Grill 
SOL-IR17-B 

FIGURE 1 STEP ONE: With Anywhere Grill mounted on Tripod Mounting plate, remove feet and fit 
each with a  with a 5/16-18 nut (Figure 1A) and plate washer Figure 1B). Then screw 
foot assemblies back into threaded holes in base channels of grill (Figure 3A). Leave 
approximately 1/4” space between plate washer and channel. 

Shelves Kit for Solaire Portable Stand and Tripod  
SOL-SHLV17A 

FIGURE 2 
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Shelves will fit in place on front and left side of grill. 

Installing front and side shelves on an Anywhere Grill / Tripod combination 

Installing front and side shelves on an Anywhere Grill / Portable Grill Stand combination 
 

STEP ONE: Fit each foot with a  with 5/16-18 nut (Figure 4A) and plate washer Figure 4B). Then screw foot assemblies into 
threaded holes in base channels of grill. Leave approximately 1/4” space between plate washer and channel to ease assembly 
to top angle of stand (Figure 4C). 
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STEP TWO:  Slide side shelf in place on left side of grill between washer and base channel of grill Figure 4C and Figure 5A, 
then slide front shelf in place on front side of grill Figure 5C, insuring that front shelf overlaps top of front corner of side shelf 
Figure 5D. Tighten all four feet to hold shelves in place. 
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STEP TWO:  Slide side shelf in place on left side of grill between washer and base channel of grill Figure 2A and Figure 3A, 
then slide front shelf in place on front side of grill Figure 3B, insuring that front shelf overlaps top of front corner of side shelf 
Figure 3C. Tighten all four feet to hold shelves in place. 
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C) Front shelf (“B” above) should overlap  
     this corner. 

Slide left side shelf between underside of grill and top side of grill stand. Grill should remain pushed back on stand and 
notches should line up (Figure 2A). Next, slide in front shelf (Figure 2B) in the same manner insuring that front shelf  
overlaps top of front corner of side shelf (Figure 2C). Tighten all four grill feet to hold shelves in place. 

Installing front and side shelves on an Everywhere Grill / Tripod combination 

NOTE:  If installing shelves onto an already assembled Portable Grill Stand (SOL-PST17A) first remove the front angle 
dress plate and loosen all four feet (1/8th to 1/4th inch). 

Installing front and side shelves on an Everywhere Grill / Portable Grill Stand combination 

With grill resting on Tripod Mounting Plate and feet loosely screwed into bottom of grill, slide left side shelf between  
underside of grill and Tripod Mounting Plate. Push shelf in until inside notch touches edge of grill foot (Figure 1A).  
Next, slide in front shelf (Figure 1B) in the same manner insuring that front shelf overlaps top of front corner of side  
shelf (Figure 1C). Tighten all four grill feet to hold shelves in place. 

C) Front shelf (“B” above) should overlap  
     this corner. 
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